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Abstract
The convolution neural nets (conv nets) have achieved a
state-of-the-art performance in many applications of image
and video processing. The most recent studies illustrate that
the conv nets are fragile in terms of recognition accuracy to
various image distortions such as noise, scaling, rotation,
etc. In this study we focus on the problem of robust recogni-
tion accuracy of random noise distorted images. A common
solution to this problem is either to add a lot of noisy images
into a training dataset, which can be very costly, or use so-
phisticated loss function and denoising techniques. We in-
troduce a novel conv net architecture with multiple streams.
Each stream is taking a certain intensity slice of the origi-
nal image as an input, and stream parameters are trained
independently. We call this novel network a “Streaming
Net”. Our results indicate that Streaming Net outperforms
1-stream conv net (employed as a single stream) and 1-
stream wide conv net (employs the same number of filters as
Streaming Net) in recognition accuracy of noise-corrupted
images, while producing the same or higher recognition ac-
curacy of no noise images in almost all of the tests. Thus,
we introduce a new simple method to increase robustness of
recognition of noisy images without using data generation
or sophisticated training techniques.
1. Introduction
1.1. Brief overview of the conv nets
Since its first introduction in 1998 by Lecun et al. [14],
the convolutional neural networks (conv nets) have proved
their effectiveness by achieving state-of-the-art solutions for
many tasks.
There is a vast variety of conv net architectures can
be found in the literature (AlexNet[13], LeNet [14],
ResNet[10], GoogLeNet [24], VGG [21] etc). These are
the networks that have a single stream structure, where in-
formation is processed consecutively layer-by-layer.
Recently, conv nets with more than one processing
stream have started to gain popularity. To our knowledge,
the first two-stream network was introduced by Chorpa [5]
and it is widely known as a “Siamese network”. The mo-
tivation behind two streams is that each of the streams car-
ries information about a dedicated image. Images fed to the
streams are different.
Most recently, two-stream networks have been used for
the vast variety of recognition, segmentation and classifica-
tion tasks such as
- similarity assessment (Siamese networks and pseudo-
Siamese [5, 30]);
- change detection and classification [29];
- action recognition in videos [22];
- one-shot image recognition [12];
- simultaneous detection and segmentation [9];
- human-object interaction recognition [8];
- group activity recognition [2], etc.
1.2. The conv nets and the primate brain
The main peculiarity of the conv net is that in contrast to
classical multilayer perceptron, conv net employs two types
of layers in addition to non-linear activation ones. These
are convolution and max-pooling layers. The convolution
layers are layers of 2d filter kernels, which are tuned during
the network training, while max-pooling layers are used for
upsampling.
In the field of neuroscience, there two types of neurons in
the primary visual cortex (V1) of the primate brain, which
are proved to perform convolution and max-pooling oper-
ations. These are simple cells S and complex cells C, re-
spectively. Originally, the common packaging of convo-
lution layer followed by max-pooling layer, which is the
gist of the conv nets, is the same as it is implemented in
V1: within a single block simple cells S are followed by
the complex cells C and the simple cells of the following
block take inputs from the complex cells of the previous
one [7, 20, 18, 19].
One of the neuroscience-based architures was proposed
by Serre et al. [20, 18, 19]. The main difference between
conv net and the network presented by Serre et al. is that in
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Figure 1. Intensity Slices
Figure 2. One stream simple comv net
conv nets filters are tuned during network training, while in
Serre et el. net’s filter kernels are selected separately from
classifier (SVM in this case) training. Therefore in this pa-
per, we refer to the network proposed by Serre et al. as
pseudo-conv net.
Regarding the signal propagation in the brain networks,
Thorpe at el. [26, 27, 28] argued that the stronger the re-
sponse of a given neuron, the faster such response should
be produced, meaning that it takes less time to produce
stronger output than a weaker one.
Thorpe et al. have suggested that neural outputs pro-
duced nearly at the same time form waves of spikes. So
even information about the static single image is propagated
through the neural network in time separated packets called
waves of spikes, thus a static image is unfolded in time due
to different response time for stronger and weaker outputs.
The idea of waves of spikes was then employed by
Tarasenko [25]. Tarasenko continued Work by Serre et al.
by proposing an on-line learning method for feature extrac-
tion and extending the pseudo-conv net to implement a pre-
dictive coding [16] mechanism.
The important peculiarity of work by Tarasenko is that
to extract features images, containing complete information
were used, while to enable mechanism of predictive coding
after feature extraction, images were fed into the network
by intensity slices (similar to waves of spikes). Examples of
image intensity slices are presented in Fig. 1. Every single
image with normalized pixel values was split into 10 im-
ages, which correspond to one of the intensity slices rang-
ing from 0.0 to 1.0 with step 0.1. Then these slices were
consecutively propagated into the network.
Figure 3. Streaming Network architecture
Figure 4. Adding random zero noise to Eurosat original data.
1.3. The conv nets and image distortions
Although conv nets have conquered the glory of state-
of-the-art solutions in image and video processing, recent
studies have illustrated that conv nets’ performance is ex-
tremely fragile for distortions of the input images such as
noise, image occlusions, rotation, scaling, etc. [23, 6]. In
this paper, we will approach the issue of robust recognition
when images are corrupted with random zero-noise when a
certain portion of pixels across the entire image is randomly
set to zero intensity value.
2. Related Work
The topic of robust recognition by conv nets under con-
ditions of noise has been explored in [3, 4].
In work [3], authors analyzed the robustness (stability)
of conv nets against image degradation due to noise. The
same group of authors suggests a method to increase the
stability of conv nets by introducing a denoising layers [4].
In this paper, we concentrate on the issue of robust recog-
nition under conditions that images are corrupted by ran-
dom zero-noise, i.e., random image pixels are set to zero.
In this paper, we concentrate on multi-stream networks
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Figure 5. Tests of Cifar10 dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0005 learning rate for 1-stream conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net. Green
line illustrates average prediction accuracy of no noise data by 5-stream Streaming Net, red line illustrates average prediction accuracy of
no noise data by 1-stream network. Blue dotted line illustrates noise-corrupted data prediction accuracy (one sample run) by 5-stream
Streaming Net and blue solid line is 7-point moving average smoothing. Orange dotted line illustrates noise-corrupted data prediction
accuracy (one sample run) by 1-stream network and orange solid line is 7-point moving average smoothing.
Figure 6. Tests of Cifar10 dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 1-stream conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net. The
lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5
having their inputs is different intensity slices of the same
image. In particular, we test the five-stream network with
each stream having intensity slices as an input. The image
is cut into intensity slice neither to have overlapping slices
nor to miss any of intensity scales.
3. Network Architecture: Streaming Net
Here we introduce a novel conv net architecture.
We take a 1-stream conv net and add image intensity slic-
ing module as an input layer of the network. Then we clone
new networks with intensity slices set to extract different
intensity slices. Each such network constitutes a single
stream. Finally, we concatenate outputs of all the streams to
one fully connected layer, which is connected with a classi-
fier. A number of fully connected layers after concatenated
layer can vary.
The weights and biases within every single stream are
not coupled with weights and biases of the other streams
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Figure 7. Tests of Cifar10 dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0005 learning rate for 1-stream wide conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net.
The green, blue and blue dotted lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5, while other lines, corresponding to the same shape and color
lines in Fig. 5, refer to 1-stream wide conv net’s performance.
Figure 8. Tests of Cifar10 dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0005 learning rate for 1-stream wide conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net.
The green, blue and blue dotted lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5, while other lines, corresponding to the same shape and color
lines in Fig. 5, refer to 1-stream wide conv net’s performance.
and trained independently.
We call this novel architecture a Streaming Net. The ar-
chitecture of the Streaming Net is presented in Fig. 3. The
reason to select the name “Streaming Net” is that besides
for the obvious fact that such a network has multiple paral-
lel streams, we also choose the word “streaming” by anal-
ogy with parallel streams, when running Nvidia GPUs [17]
or TensorFlow1 distributed processing streams [1]. Each
stream processes a designated piece of data asynchronously,
1https://www.tensorflow.org/
thus enabling parallel processing and computation essential
speed up.
4. Experiments
For our experiments we use three data sets. The selected
datasets are cifar102, Eurosat (rgb)3 [11] and UCmerced
land use4.
2https://www.cs.toronto.edu/ kriz/cifar.html
3https://github.com/phelber/eurosat
4http://weegee.vision.ucmerced.edu/datasets/landuse.html
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Figure 9. Tests of Eurosat dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0005 learning rate for 1-stream conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net. The
lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5
Figure 10. Tests of Eurosat dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 1-stream conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net. The
lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5.
For all our experiments, we use Adam optimizer with
learning rate of values 0.0005 and 0.0001 accompanied by
β1 = 0.99, β2 = 0.9 and  = 1e-08, and run all the trainings
for 100 epochs. For the UCmerced land-use dataset we used
only 0.0001 learning rate as only this value enable network
to converge to high level of accuracy.
For each dataset we run the networks for noise level (ra-
tio of pixels corrupted with noise) ranging from 0.1 to 0.9
with step 0.1, thus constituting 9 different levels. Examples
of different noise levels for a selected Eurosat image are il-
lustrated in Fig.4.
Throughout the experiments, we use SoftMax classifier.
When we train the network after each iteration we com-
pute network accuracy for test data without noise and the
test data corrupted with noise.
We consider the performance of three networks:
1) A 1-stream simple conv net;
2) Streaming Net with 5 streams with intensity slices
[0.0,0.2), [0.2,0.4), [0.4,0.6), [0.6,0.8) and [0.8,1.1);
3) A 1-stream wide conv net, which is obtained from
1-stream simple conv net by multiplying number of filters
in all convolution layers by a factor of 5 (the same as the
number of streams in the Streaming Net).
A 1-stream simple conv net has the following structures:
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Figure 11. Tests of Eurosat dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0005 learning rate for 1-stream wide conv net and 5-stream Streaming
Net. The lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5, while other lines, corresponding to the same shape and color lines in Fig. 5, refer to
1-stream wide conv net’s performance.
Figure 12. Tests of Eurosat dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 1-stream wide conv net and 5-stream Streaming
Net. The green, blue and blue dotted lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5, while other lines, corresponding to the same shape and
color lines in Fig. 5, refer to 1-stream wide conv net’s performance.
1) conv layer with 32 7x7 filters plus ReLU activation and
2x2 Max-pooling layers; 2) conv layer with 64 5x5 fil-
ters plus ReLU activation and 2x2 Max-pooling layers; 3)
conv layer with 128 3x3 filters plus ReLU activation and
2x2 Max-pooling layers; 4) conv layer with 256 1x1 fil-
ters plus ReLU activation and 2x2 Max-pooling layers; 5)
conv layer with 45 1x1 filters plus ReLU activation and 2x2
Max-pooling layers; 6) fully connected layer; 7) SoftMax
layer with the number of output neurons corresponding to
5For cifar10 dataset we use 10 1x1 filters
the number of classes.
To train the networks, we use AWS p3.x2large6 instances
with Nvidia V100 GPU on-board and Nvidia GPU Cloud
(NGC)7 AIM with TensorFlow deployed with Docker con-
tainer8.
6https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/p3/
7https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/gpu-cloud/
8https://ngc.nvidia.com/catalog/containers/nvidia:tensorflow
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Figure 13. Tests of Eurosat dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 1-stream wide conv net and 10-stream Streaming
Net. The green, blue and blue dotted lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5, while other lines, corresponding to the same shape and
color lines in Fig. 5, refer to 1-stream wide conv net’s performance.
Figure 14. Tests of UCmerced dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 1-stream conv net and 5-stream Streaming Net.
The lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5.
4.1. Cifar10 tests
Cifar10 dataset contains RGB 32x32 images of 10
classes (airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog,
horse, ship, truck). The total number of images is 60,000
with 6,000 images for each class. To train and test the net-
works, we use 50,000 and 10,000 images respectively.
For this dataset we observe, that Streaming Net exhibits
the same accuracy for images without any noise, while com-
pletely dominates over 1-stream simple conv net across all
the noise levels (Figs. 5 and 6).
However 1-stream wide conv net beats Streaming Net in
term of no noise image recognition, Streaming Net is domi-
nating in recognition rate of noise images everywhere. Only
in the case of 10% noise both networks exhibit comparable
recognition accuracy of noise images (Figs. 7 and 8).
4.2. Eurosat RGB tests
Eurosat dataset contains Sentinel-2 satellite images cov-
ering both 13 spectral bands and RGB (3-channel) 64x64
images and consisting of 10 classes (AnnualCrop, For-
est, HerbaceousVegetation, Highway, Industrial, Pasture,
PermanentCrop, Residential, River, SeaLake) with in total
7
Figure 15. Tests of UCmerced dataset using Adam optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 1-stream wide conv net and 5-stream Streaming
Net. The lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5.
27,000 labeled and geo-referenced images. We use only
RGB images for this study.
For this dataset we observe that Streaming Net domi-
nates over 1-stream conv net for both no noise images and
across all the noise levels (Figs. 9 and 10).
A 1-stream wide conv net beats Streaming Net in terms
of no noise image recognition accuracy only for a small
learning rate of 0.0001, while for learning rate 0.0005 the
performance of both networks is nearly the same. On the
other hand, Streaming Net is dominating in recognition rate
of noisy images for all the noise levels (Figs. 11 and 12).
4.3. UCmerced Land Use tests
The UCmerced land-use dataset contains 256x256 RGB
satellite images of 21 class of land use. There are 100 im-
ages for each of the following classes: agricultural, airplane,
baseballdiamond, beach, buildings, chaparral, denseresi-
dential, forest, freeway, golfcourse, harbor, intersection,
mediumresidential, mobilehomepark, overpass, parkinglot,
river, runway, sparseresidential, storagetanks, tenniscourt.
This dataset contains images of the biggest size used in
our test. For UCmerced land use data 5-stream Streaming
Net dominates over both 1-stream simple conv net (Fig.14)
and 1-stream wide conv net (Fig.15), leaving them far be-
hind in terms of recognition accuracy.
It is also important to emphasize the recognition accu-
racy curve for Streaming Net stays above the recognition
accuracy of no noise images for 1-stream simple conv net
up to the 80% of noise (Fig.14).
4.4. Streaming Net with more streams
Adding a stream with no-noise image. Throughout the
datasets, we have also tested Streaming Net with 6 streams,
when the sixth stream had the whole image as the input. Our
results indicated not significate performance gain for either
of the datasets.
Use more precise intensity slices. For Eurosat dataset,
we have also trained 10-stream Streaming Net with a learn-
ing rate 0.0001 and intensity slices [0.0,0.1), [0.1,0.2),
[0.2,0.3), [0.3,0.4), [0.4,0.5), [0.5,0.6), [0.6,0.7), [0.7,0.8),
[0.8,0.9) and [0.9,1.1). The results are presented in Fig.13.
The results imply for no-noise image recognition accu-
racy indicate the following conclusions (Fig. 16):
1) recognition accuracy for the 10-stream Streaming Net
using no-noise data is higher than the one for 5-stream
Streaming Net and 1-stream simple conve net;
2) recognition accuracy for the 10-stream Streaming Net
and 1-stream wide network converges to the save level,
however 10-stream Streaming Net convergence faster;
3) the 10-stream Streaming Net converges faster than
other networks;
4) the 1-stream wide conv net converges faster than 5-
stream Streaming Net converges and 1-stream simple conv
net;
5) the 5-stream Streaming Net converges faster than 1-
stream simple conv net.
Finally, one can infer from Figs. 10, 12 and 13 that the
10-stream Streaming Net has the highest recognition accu-
racy across all the noise levels.
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Figure 16. Average recognition accuracy curves (learning curves)
for the Eurosat dataset with a learing rate 0.0001.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we have tested performance of 1-stream
simple conv net, 1-stream wide conv net, and a newly intro-
duces Streaming Net. The results of performance compar-
ison between 1-stream simple conv net and Streaming Net
are as follows:
1) adding streams containing the same network with the
input of different image transformations provides the same
or better performance for uncorrupted data, while exhibiting
extremely robust recognition under various noise levels;
2) for complex datasets containing large images, Stream-
ing Net is the only one capable of high recognition accuracy
for both noise-corrupted and uncorrupted images;
3) adding a stream which takes the whole image as an
input, has no significant effect;
4) adding more stream with more precise slicing boost
recognition accuracy for both no-noise and noise-corrupted
images.
As we have emphasized in the section 4.4, the recog-
nition accuracy increasing from 1-stream simple conv net
to 5-stream Streaming Net and to the 1-stream wide conv
net and 10-stream Streaming Net (Streaming Net converges
faster). We suggest that the boost (higher accuracy and
faster convergence, Fig. 16) in recognition accuracy is
caused by increasing diversity of filters as sugested by Le-
cun et al. [15].
The introduction of the 1-stream wide network illustrates
that for moderately small image size (cifar10) increasing
number of filters in convolution layers can indeed boost no
noise image cecognition accuracy compared to the Stream-
ing Net. For the Eurosat dataset, this, however, is only true
for the case of a small learning rate (0.0001), while for a
learning rate of 0.0005 both 1-stream wide conv net and
Streaming Net show the same performance. However, in the
case of large image size (UCmerced) 1-stream wide conv
net and 1-stream conv net are both far behind the Streaming
Net.
Regarding the noise levels, the Streaming Net is domi-
nating both 1-stream and 1-stream wide conv net, the only
exception is for 10% noise case for cifar10 dataset, where
both wide conv net and Streaming Net are exhibiting com-
parable performance.
To date, the common solution for dealing with noise in
the images was to generate many noisy images during train-
ing a conv net. However, this is a very costly approach. In
study [4] , it was suggested to use a new objective function
regularized by local Lipschitz constant and to train ReLU
layer for restoring noise images.
In this study, we illustrate that it is possible to achieve
noise-resistant performance by using a multi-stream net-
work with inputs of different intensity slices without any
noise or using additional denoising techniques or complex
objective functions.
For future studies, we aim to employ state-of-the-art ar-
chitecture like AlexNet, VGG-family and ResNet-family
networks as a single stream in the Streaming Net.
Furthermore, it may be reasonable to use Streaming Nets
as a single stream for the bigger Streaming Nets in some
cases.
Finally, thoughout this study we have used non-
intersecting intensity slices of images, it could be an inter-
esting challenge to use both non-intersecting and intersect-
ing image slices and results of the various transformation of
such slices as inputs to the Streaming Net.
To summarize, we emphasize that the main achievement
of our work is the introduction of a simple and uncostly
method to increase conv net robustness against the noise
without using complex data generation techniques or so-
phisticated learning algorithms.
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